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Key: G#

Tuning: Standard EADGBe

Chords used:
C# -   x46664
Fm -   133111
Eb/G - 365xxx 
G# -   466544
Bbm -  x13321

Intro: C#--Fm-- x2

guitar 2:
e|-------3---------3---4---|
B|---4-----4---4-----4---4-|
G|-5---5-----5---5---------|
D|-------------------------|
A|-------------------------|
E|-------------------------|

Verse 1:
   C#
we laughed we cried
    Fm
and all the while 
we felt so alive
       C#
it was you and me
    Fm
you grabbed my hand 
and you made me see

Refrain 1:
Fm              Eb/G
  what it could feel like
G#                  Bbm
  and what it might be like



Fm             Eb/G        Bbm
  you wrote my name in the sand

Chorus 1:
        C#
in this endless summer
        Fm
we will be together
    Bbm
and i don t want this 
G#              Eb/G
feeling to ever end
        C#
looking back in november
         Fm
feel the sun and remember
     Bbm
that when our time has 
G#              Eb/G
finally come to pass
          C#
somethings last 
           Fm         C# Fm
somethings always last

Verse 2:
C#          Fm
say goodbye keep it 
frozen in december 
 C#
i need the high
   Fm
to get me through the ever after

Refrain 2:
Fm                  Eb/G
  cause now what it feels like
G#                    Bbm
  is far from what it was like
Fm                  Eb/G
  when we wrote our names
       C#
in the sand

Chorus 1:
        C#
in this endless summer
        Fm
we will be together



    Bbm
and i don t want this 
G#              Eb/G
feeling to ever end
        C#
looking back in november
         Fm
feel the sun and remember
     Bbm
that when our time has 
G#              Eb/G
finally come to pass
          C#
somethings last 
           Bbm        G# Eb/G
somethings always last

(Repeat Refrain 2)

Chorus 3:
        C#
in this endless summer
        Fm
we will be together
    Bbm
and i don t want this 
G#              Eb/G
feeling to ever end
        C#
looking back in november
         Fm
feel the sun and remember
     Bbm
that when our time has 
G#              Eb/G
finally come to pass
          C#
somethings last 
          Fm
somethings always last
          Bbm  G#
somethings last 
         Eb/G
somethings always last

Outro:
   C#
we laughed we cried
    Fm
and all the while 



we felt so alive
       C#        Fm(hold)
it was you and me


